
2022 Lexus Nx350h F Sport 2.5L Hybrid Wagon 2T 001 2T94990B0

$79,990 Drive Away

Category: Used
Kilometres: 12808 kms
Colour: Graphite Black
Transmission:
Body: Wagon
Drive Type: NONE
Fuel Type: Hybrid
Engine: 2.5 Litres
Reg Plate: 779ED9
Cylinders:
Stock #: 10210113



VIN: JTJCCBAZ502001613 

Dealer: Lexus of Cairns
Address: 235 Mulgrave Road, Cairns QLD 4870
Phone: 07 4030 7555

Dealer Comments

Unleash Luxury and Performance with our Ex-Demo Lexus NX350h 2WD F Sport, finished in graphite black with
two tone black and white interior trim, this car presents beautifully. This SUV combines powerful hybrid
performance with bold design and advanced tech for an unforgettable ride, provided by the adaptive variable
suspension that F Sport models are renowned for. Sporty Design: Make a statement with the bold and athletic
styling of the F Sport trim. Advanced Technology: Stay connected and entertained with intuitive tech features,
including wirelss Apple Car Play and Android Play. Seamlessly integrated with Lexus Voice Assistant and Lexus
Connected Services. Enhanced Safety: Recently rated as the safest vehicle on Australian roads, you can drive
confidently with advanced safety systems protecting you on every journey. Eco-Friendly Efficiency: Reduce your
carbon footprint without sacrificing power or luxury. Unmatched Luxury: Immerse yourself in refined comfort and
craftsmanship. Elevate your journey with our ex-demo Lexus NX350h 2WD F Sport. Contact us today to
experience this exceptional vehicle.

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.



Features and Specifications

Specifications have been sourced from redbook.com.au and are based on manufacturer standard specifications. Actual specifications for this vehicle may differ, please
confirm with the seller.
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